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Sl. Introduction
Analytic Geometry over p-adic fields h(rLs been studied over years. Rigid analytic
geometry is one of such approaches, defined by J. Tate in 60's [T]. (a different
approach was proposed by Berkovich. CÅí [Be] )
  A naive approach would be the following: Qp naturally has a topology, which
makes it locally compact, so for an algebraic variety X over Qp X(Qp) is naturally
endowed with the topology. We should be able to do analytic geometry with it.
  But this idea is too naive. First of al1 we do not have a good notion of "analytic
function " or " analytic continuation" using such tQpology. Secondly, the topology
is totally disconnected, so it does not give the "expected topological invariants" for
analytic varieties, even for To.
  Tate's idea was to introduce family of "rings of analytic functions", called Tatc
algebras, and use a Grothendieclc topology to patch them together, which fits into
the pattern established by Groth'endieck for commutative rings. Tate needed such
a theory to study the degeneration of elliptic curves. The idea was developed by
many people, especially by German school [IÅq], IBGR].
  In mid 70's , Raynaud published his very beautiful idea in [Ray 2]. ( He claimed
it at Nice congress too, so the idea emerged in late 60's.) The idea is to view the
category of rigid-analytic spaces as a quotient category of formal schemes, at least
for quasi-compact and quasi-separated spaces. By this idea, many basic facts in
rigid geometry are reduced to the knowledge of formal geometry, where EGA III
is at our disposal. Moreover the construction carries over any noetherian formal
schemes, not only over valuation rings. So the rigid geometry is base space free, but
the absolute rigid geometry remains almost unexplored. Unfortunately, many basic
facts from Raynaud's viewpoint are still unpublished, except recent papers by [BL]
and a few references. The author believes that rigid-geometric ideas are effective in
algebraic geometry. Etrom the viewpoint of algebraic geometry, the role of formal
geometry is rather small, and rigid geometry is a systematic study of " limit of
blowing ups along a subvariety", so the analogue of infinite repetition method.
  Here we give some relations with Zariski's theory of abstract Riemann spaces,
and applications to etale cohomology theory. The author apologizes to those whose










In the following we consider coherent ( = quasi-compact and quasi-separated) for-
mal schemes which subject to one of the following conditions:
type n ) X is a Noetherian formal scheme.
type v ) X is finitely generated over a complete valuation ring V with a-adic topol-
ogy for some aE V.
   By e we denote the category of coherent formal schemes ( the morphisms between
them are coherent (quasi-compact and quasi-sepa,rated)). The most basic example
is A = V{{X}}, the ring of a-adic convergent power series( V = Zp,a = p or V =
Cl[t]], a = t). Put K= the fraction field of V, CIsr = the completion of the algebraic
closure of K. For any element f(X) in Ac. = AXvCk• (the tensor product is the
topological one) we can make substitution X H a with a E D(CIc') = {P E C
, iPl dÅq 1}. So we want to a,ttach 24c.. as the ring of analytic functions to the
closed unit clisk D(Ck-). Since the ring Ac.. is integral, the unit disk should be
connected, but for the natural topology of D(Cit-) this is false. Tate defined a class
of finite coverings, and considered only coverings which are refined by this class.
If we calculate To with this topology we get the expected answer. The classi of
coverings considered by Tate is obtained from an open covering of a formal scheme
which is a proper modification of Spf A. We define the class of proper modification,
called admissible blowing ups, as follows:
Let X be an ideal of definition. When X = Spf A is afline, 1 = I• Ox, the blow
up X' of X along 1 is just the formal completion of the blowing up of Spec A
along I . In general X' is defined by patching. When X is the p-adic completion
of some p-adic scheme Y, admissible blowing up means the (formal completion of )
blowing up with a center whose support is concentrated in p = O. So the following
definition, due to Raynaud, will be suited for our purpose:
Definition (Raynaud)[Rtiy 2j.
   The category 7Z of coherent rigid-analytic spaces is the quotient category ofe
by making all admissible blowing ups into isomorphisms, i.e.
                    Hom7.(X,Y)= ttm Hom(Xt, y).
                                   X'EBx
For X E e, X viewed as an object ofR is denoted by X"g or Xa". X is called a
formal model ofXan.
  Note that iKre can fix a base if necessary. For exaxnple, in case of type v), it might
be natural to work over the valuation ring V. Though this definition seems to be
a global one, i.e. there are no a priori patching properties, but it incleed does. The
equivalence with the classical Tate rigid-spaces is shown in [BL].
Riemann space associated with a rigid space.
  Let ,V :X"" is a coherent rigid space. Then the projective liniit
                            ÅqXÅr= lim X'
                                      -
                                    X'EBx
in the category oflocal ringed spaces exists. The topological space is quasi-compact.
We cal1 it the Zariski-Ri'emann space associatecl to X. The projection Åq ,V År- X
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is called the specialization mcap anel written as sp xe spx. The structural sheaf dire
yields
                       e.y == tt"Hom(fn6.y, diA•)
                             n
which is local ringecl. This Ox is the structural sheafin rigid geornetry ((classical
) rigid geometry is a Q-theory, i.e. invert 1). O.v is the (canonical ) model of Ox.
  In the follewing$ we semetime$ call the tepology, er ratheT the GrothendieÅëk
topology associated to tke topelegical space, admissib}e, to make iS cempatible
with the classicai terrninology. The category R, with the admissib}e topology, i$
called large admissible site.
  Note that the model sheaf O.r itself gives a local ringed space structure. I wonder
why people had not used this ZarislÅqi-Riema,nn space until now. (Berthelot told me
that gke appreacl} was wrkteR in a leeter of Deligxxe to Berkovich. It is quke likely
that such an idea ca,me from Gal)ber, since he studied such a limit , for example,
see [V] p.194 .) The author w(rLs lead to the idea by the necessity to define a fixed
point set in rigid geometry.
  As in the Zariski case, each point x of Åq X År corresponds to a valuation ring V.
which is henselian along I = tl}e inverse image of 1, i.e. x is con$idered as the image
of ghe closed poiRt of Spf ".. The loc&l riRg A -!"- O- x,. has the follewing preperty:
B ww Ox,. = AP/{A{e}}] is a noetherian henselian local ring, who$e residue field
K. is the quotient field of V., A == the inverse image of V. by the reduction map B -,
Kx '
  Conversely, any xnorphism Spf V ---+ X ( V is a vn,luation ring ) lifts uniquely to
afty admissible blowing ups by tlie valuative crlterioR, se gke image of the closed
point of Y define a point x.
  For the rigid-analytic structural sheaf, it can be proved that any coherent O,y
module has a formal model. But the model sheaf itself has a rneaning, which has
been treated in algebraic geometry, Let Z be a quasi-excellent mormal scheme, Y
a closed subscheme containing the singular points of Z. Then put X -- 21y, the
completioR alei}g Y, and ,V = X"n. 'T}}eR
                                 -A
                        Rq(spx).o.y = RgT. o2
hold$ if we accept all kinds of Hironalta resolutions. Here T : 2 - Z is a resolu-
tion of Z. Witliout resolutloi}, k seems l}a!'d to show the fiRite gexxeratioR of tkis
coh6mology group. The proof is easy, so omitted kere. Te define more geReral
rigid $paces, which is inevitable if one treats GAGA-functor, the following lemma
.Is necessary:
Lexrxma.
  For a cekerent rigid spa.ce X, the pi'esheaf Y -ÅÄ Hcmn(:Y,?V) on the large
admaissibje site R, is a skeaf.
  Since it exhibits the local nature of our rigid geometry, I give the outline of the
proof. Take a formal model X of ,Y. Assume we are given a covering {Lti}iEi of )2,
and fi : Ui - tV with (*) : filu,nuj : fjlu,nui . By the quasi-compactness of )7, we
may assume tl}at L(i are coherent ai}d tl}e coveriiig is fiR!te. For a su!table fermal
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rnodel Y ()f Y, we rnay tmssurnc that, l,(i is obtained ang spwwX(Uli), Ui c }i is qu,fiLgi-
conipact open subforTrial t cliexne. Hcre we. have used t,hat, any adnii.ssiblc blowing up
of an open subformal scherne extends to t,he whole. Usixxg. t,his property again, wc
ma.y t}s/gulne that fi (iGfÅr are defuied over \, i.e. c,ome from formal morphisms
.Ei : Ui - X. IXTe waiie eo fÅratc}} t}i{t.ses }oÅq;al fcriRal iiierphisrns. By (*År, fer Åq:}a•c}:i
(i,3') E I Å~ f, we }}a,ve ax a.Åqii'nisgib}e blgwliig igÅr gij : Uij• -. U{j of Ijli3• = Ui fi Uj
{lefiHed by fiiike}y geiicrat.e(i i{.lea} fij• sRcl'} that Fiiu,j J 7rij : Fjiy,, • 7;i3'. We extcn(.1
the)fse Zij on Ulij• to Y, sa.y Zo•, alld blow up the product I"I(i,J•)EixiZij, Y . Y•
Then, on each UiJ•, Y dorninates Uij and hence Fi 's patch together on Y. By tlie
cont truction, the rigid rriorphisrn define,d by t,hc glued forrnal rriorphisrri is the orie
we wanted.
Definition.
  A sheaf j[' on the big adixiissibl() sit,c 'R is c,alled a i'igid space if the following
cc)iidit;iolls .arc satisficd:
  a) Tiiei'e is a merpkism Y : l2{iEi Yi --, .77 ( Yi 2ifc cohere}nt rcpreb'entablesheaves
) wkick is sgijectivc.
  b) Bo#i} p!'ojectioixs pri : YxfY - IY (i == l,2] are represented by opec}
lnlmel;sjoits-.
  c) JI is qn?)sj-coinpact if one cc'il] take queptsi-coxnpa,ct Y in b).
  (l) 1' js qutisi-separaterl if the diag'onal Jr ` - JP' Å~ Jr" is quasi--coinpact.
  We can shoNv t;hat, ifarigid g.pace in the above sense i: qutxgi-coinpa. ct ancl quaLgi-
separated, tlien it is a representable sheaf, so tl'ie t;erxninology " coherent rigid
spa,ce " is compabiblc. Assumc .17 is a quasi--sepa,rat,ed rig,id spa,ce. Then it is
writt,en as jF'  = li-tniclJ X7 wherc tU7 is ('oherent , J is directod and all transition
ii}aps t\j - tJYj, aTe opei! iiim}crsioll.g. [['hc defii}ition h?xs been usecl for ?År long tiine.
For t}ie ceiistruct}oR of GA(] A-fukctor i`fir RÅqm-separ?}t,e(l schuti}es c;uagi-sep(fes atci{l
$pacc}s arc mÅrt s.xMcient,.
  As an app}icatioiL of rlgki-geeuiet,ric i{lea, let, (iic i!K}ntioxi t,l}c followiRg' elerr}cn-
tary example:
Flattening theorem of Gruson-Raynaud [GRI.
  Iiet f : X ---, S l)e a finit;ely pres()nted morphis'm, with S coherent (=qu?i,si-
compact and quas'i-sepat'eited ). Assumc f is flat over ki cohei'ont op()n set U c S.
Then there is t'lli adnaissible blow up S' - S snch that thv strict ttansforin off (
kill t,orsions aftcr taking the fii)cr pi'oduct ) is flat, and finitoly presented.
  Thcre js a prin(}iple t,o preve tl!is kind of st',ai,ement;:
Prli]Lciple.
  Assgx2e w(} kave c`i ciilloi]icai g'iob?tf sÅrsvc'e{igrf}, 2ll} elex}ef2# ofa coft'ijal s{ii)se# As
of ali adinissible bjowit]g ulxs of S t,o aehieve a pi'eperty P. Assume the foRewing
I)1'()pertieb' dl'e b'atisfied:
  a) P is of finite presentation.
  b) Ti]e truth ofP(S') for S' E As irnplies thc truth ofP(S") foi' al1 S" E v4s
dominating S'.
  c) P is satisfied at al1 st?'dk,g Ox,,. of the model stJc,aE
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  I explain this in case of flattening. Let SXU = V(1) with 1 finitely generated.
As is the set of T-admissible blowing ups, for which the total transform of 1 is
invertible. P(S') is : The strict transform of X Å~s S' is flat and finitely presented
Over St.
a) follows from the finite presentation assumption of the strict transform. b) is
clear. For c), take a point of the Zariski-Riemann space Åq tV År. Then the local
ring A = 6x,. has the property mentioned before. To prove the flattening in
this case, using the flatness ofX Å~sSpec A over (TX{O})-iA , we are reduced to
the valuation ring case. i.e. prove the claim restricted to "curves" passing V(Z).
In the valuation ring case ("curve case") there is no need to blow up, and strict
transform just means that killing torsions. But note that we need to check the
finite presentation of the result, i.e.
Lemina.
  For a finitely genercated ideal I of V[X] , the saturation i= {f E V[X]; af E
l for some a E VX{O}} is finitely generated.
  The proof of this lemma is not so easy, but I leave it as an exercise.
  So the claim is true locally on Åq tU År, since we have the finite presentation
property. The quasi-compactness of Åq ,V År implies the existence of a finite cov-
ering, which admit models with the desired flattening property. The patching is
unnecessary, i.e. it is automatica,11y satisfied since we have a canonical global pro-
cedure to achieve the flattening, and once the flattening is achieved, we have it for
all admissible blow up in Bs dominating the model.
  Note that our proof applics in case of forinal s(:herncs t,oo [Fu 3]. Another proof
is found in [BL].
  In June 1992, M. Spivakovsky claimed that he proved the canonical resolution
of singularities for quasi-excellent schemes. The pattern is similar to the above toy
model, but there is no finite presentation property in this resolution ccrLse. It is still
not clear whether his form of local uniformization is really true or not.
  Sometimes we want to use just "usual curves " i.e. Spec of a discrete valuation
ring rather than general valuations. Sometimes it is possible. This is plausible,
since the general valuation rings does not have any good finiteness conditions. (The
value group such as Zn with the lexicographic order is good, but even these are not
enough sometimes. ) Another "toy model " is given by Gabber's extension theorem
of locally free sheaves, which plcayed an important role in Vieweg's semipositivity
of the direct image of the dualizing sheaves. The structure of locally free module







Here we give the explanation of a notion which was unclear in the classical theory.
Let tV be a coherent rigid space. For a point x' EÅq (V År with associated valuation
ring V., the point of ,\ whlch corresponds to the height one valuatioR of K. is
deRoted by y = sep(x) and ca.lled t}ie izRaxii}ial geReralizatioR of x (y coryesponds
to the minimal prlme ldeal coRtalnii}g aii idea.l of defakien). Let [X] be the sttbset
of Åq X År cofisisting of heigl}t ofie points. Thefi we give IiY] the quotient tepglogy
by surjection sep :Åq ,Y År-- IX] ( caution: the section corresponding to the natural
inclusion [tV] -Åq X År is mot continuous). This space [rw] has an advantage that it
is much nearer to our topological intuition. For exainple
Proposition.
  [X] is a compact rrausdorff space. Basis of closed sets is {sep(U)}, el a quasi-
cornpact open subset ( sepwwi(sep(U)) = ZZ, whei'e-denotes the closure ).
  holds. Especially there is ample supply of R-valtted functions oR [{Yl. Dually, a
basls of opeft $ets is obta,ixxed as follows : First we defixxe the RotieR ef tubes. For
a mcdel X' of `V and a closecl $et C ef X' Tc = (sptw2(C))'"t ( int denetes the
iRterior ), is called the tube of C. IR fact, tube of C is defined as li'!gim.sp-i(U.),
where U. is the open set of the blowing up by (tc)" + 1rr where the inverse image
of 1 generates the exceptional divisor. Tc is the complement of sp-i(X' X C). For
a tube T == Tc, sep-i sep(T) = T holds, and hence $ep(T) is an open set of [,V],
which is not compact in general. Images of tubes forrn abasis of open sets in [X].
For most cohoinologica,1 qucst,ions bot,li t,opologica,1 spa,cc give the g. ainc answcr:
Proposition.
  For a shea,f Ji' on Åq ,Y År, Rgsep.f =O if ff År e. For a sheafg on IX],
sep. sep-i g = g.
  The preposition inclttde$ ff9(er,J') = Hg(bl,.7"lu) ( me Nrg([or],g) ) fer a skeaf
.7' = sep-i(9) on bl. Note that this does not apply to coherent sheaves. This is
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g2. Comparison Theorems in rigid etale cohomology
Here fundamental comparison theorems for rigid-etale Åëohomology are discttssed.
The origin for the study of rigid-etale theory is Drinfeld's work on p-adic upper half
plane [D]. Most results here has an application for the study of modular varieties.
Tke eresuks, witk many overlaps, are ebtaiBed by Berkovich fer kis analytic spaees
(not rigid analytic one ) over height one valuatlon fie}ds. 'lrhe relation between both
approaches will be discu$sed elsewhere.
  We want to discuss etale cohomologies of rigid-analytiÅë spaces. It is sometimes
ii}ore coRvenieRt to use a varlaut of rigld-geometry, defiked for kexxseii;m sckeme$
instead of formal schemes. For the aMne case it is defined as foliows. We take an
aMne henselian couple (S,D) = (Spec A,I); D c S is a closed subscheme with
Te(S' xsD) =: rro(S') for any finite S-scheme S'(hensel lemma). As an example,
if S is fD-adlca,lly complete, (S, D) i$ a keRseilan ceup!e. Then te eack opea set
D n D(f) = Spcc A[1/f]IJ[1/f], f E A, we a,ttach the hensclimc tion of A[11f]
with respect to X[11f]. This defines a presheaf of rings on D. This is in fact a
sheaf, and defines a lecal rlnged space SphA, called the kenselian spectrum of A
(as a topological space it is P, like a formal spectrum). General hen$elian schemes
are defined by patching. See [Cox], [Gre], [KRP] for the details. We fix an affine
henselian (or formal ) couple (S,D). Put U : SX D. We consider rigid geometry
ever S, i.e. rigid gegmetry ever the heRseliaR sckeme attached to S. ef cour$e we
can work with formal schemes. Note on GAGA-functors: For a locally of finite type
scheme .Xu over U, there is a GAGA-functor which associates a general rigid space
XE'g to Xu (Xrig is not necessarily quasi-compact, nor quasi-separated): Here are
examples.
  a) For Xu proper over U, (Xu)rig = (Xh)ri9( resp. (Xf)rig). Here X is a
relative compaÅëtification of Xu 6ver S, the existence assured by Nagata. Especially
the associated xigid space is guasi-compact ( axxd $eparated ) in this case.
  b) ln general (Xu)"g is not quasFcempact, as in the complex analytic case.
(Aiu)Mg is an example. It is the complement of ooru'g in (Pb)r'g). This is associated
with a locally of finite type formal ( or henseliarm ) scheme over S. c) GAGA-functor







For simplicity I restrict to coherent spaces.
Definition.
  a) A inorpkism f ; `Y --, Y i$ rigid-eSale ifit is flat alld neaS ( stkfy = g) .
  b) Fgr a rigid space ,\ we deElle Ske rigid etale siSe of re Ske caSegory ef e#ale
spa.ces over X, where covei"ing is eta,ie sgrj'ective. Tl]e associated topos is deRoted
by tVet•
  For a coherent rigid space X the rigid-etale topos is coherent.
Categorical equivalence.
  Let X be a henselian scherne which is good. Then comsider the rigid henselian
spa,ce ,V = Xr'g. At thc sa,rne time one can complete a hcnselian scheme, so we
ha.ve a rigicl-canalytic space rl '"" : (X')rig. Thcre is a, ncr,turaJ geometric morphism
                               (x)g," - x,t
since the compjetion ofetale moi'phism is again etale, a,nd surj'ectiolls are preserved.
Then the above geometric moiphism gives a categorical equivalence.
  It sufllces to prove it for the etale site. NVe may resturict to coherent spaces. To
show the fully-faithfulness one uses Elkik's approximation theorem [El] and some
deformation theoretical cxrgument to show morphisms are discrete. ( The rigidity
implies that an appro,xirnn,ting morphism is actuaJly the desired one.) For the
essential surjectivity one can use Elkik's theorem in the aMne case, since one can
patch lecal pieces together by the fully-faithfulness. An important consequence is
as follews:
Cerellary.
  Let (Ai,ji)iEf be an inductive system of good rings, Ai Ii-adieally cemplete.
CTIhen ttmiEi(SpfAi)2," i$ equivalent to (SphA)ESg, where A = ttmiEiAi, which is
henselian along I = tttnli. Hei'e the projective limit is the 2-projective limit of
toposes defined in SGA 4 .
  Since the above ring A is not I-adically complete in general ( completion does
not commute with inductive limit ), the above equivcSlence gives the only way to
calculate the limit of cohornology groups, especially calculation of fibers. This is
the technical advai}tage of the introductien ef henselian schemes. Mereever if we
regEgrd ai} afiRe forma} $cl}eme X = Spf 24L as a heRseliau scheme, i.e. -X = SphA
with matgral merpkism .X of X-' as rlfiged spaces, the !Bduced geometylc mcfphlsm
X.r;g - X,r;g is a categorical equivalence so the "loca}" cohomologicai property of
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 GAGA and comparison for cohomology
Let (S, D) be an afllne henselian couple, A'u a finite type scheme over U. Then one
has a, geometric morphism
                             c : (Xu).r,ig . Xet
deRRed as fpllgws: Fer a;} eeale scl}eme Y over Xy, one associates :Yrtg. Since
GAGA-fuRctor ls left exact, and surject!o!is a.re preservee, a morphism of skes is
defined ai}d gives e, By the dÅëfinition, c'F = F'2g for a representab}e sheaf F o}}
X ( we have used that F'ig is a sheaf on (Xu)Elg). By abuse of notation we write
,}7rig == 6"F for a sheaf .F on (Xu),t. Note that the morphisrn E is not coherent,
i.e. some quasi-compact object ( such as an operi set of Xu ) is pulled back to a
non-quasi compact object.
Theorem.
  For a torsion abclia,n s-heaf .lr on (X'u),t, the cai]oJiica,1 imaa,p
                      Ngt (Xu, .7 ') f H,g,(Åqx. )rig , Jp'rig )
is an isgmorpkism. CI7ke eguivajence aisg hokis ill tke xxof2-abeiia.R coefieieBt case,
S.e. illd-Enite sta,cks.
  This especially includes Gabber's forma,} vs a,lgebraic comparison theorem. The
above theorem itself was claimed by Gabber in early 80's.
  To deduce this forrn of comparison from the following form, Gabber's aMne
analogue of proper base change theorem [Ga] is used (if (S,D) is local, we do
not have to use it). For tlie application to etale cohomology of schemes, see [Fu].
Espccially regular 1)ase chn,nge theorem, conjcctured in SGA4, is provcd there (this
is also a consequence of Popescu-OgomarSpivakovsky srnoothing theorem).
Corollary ( Cemparisoi} theoreni iii proper ca$e).
  For f : X . Y, proper 2norphisin betweell th]ite type schemes over if, axd a
torsiofi abeEa.R skeaf.X oll .\, the compa.risoR morphism
                        (Rgf.f)rig - Rg(frigÅr..1:-rig
is an isomorphism. Especially, for JF' construct,ible , .Rg(f"ig). Frig is again (alge-
braicaJly) constructible (ruon-a,belian version is also true),
  There is another (rnore primitive ) version which includes nearby cycles. We will
state the claim, with a brief indication of the proof. X a scheme, i : Y c-+ X a
closed subscheme with U me XXY. j' : Ug X. Let Ty/.y me ,V,t, ,t' = (Xhly)rig.
(It is the analogue of (deleted) tubular neighl)orhood of Y in X). For any etale
sheaf J : on U one associates, by a patchSng a,rgumeRt, an object of Tyfx which we
wrke as .7'r'g ( " ;'estrlctiexx of J:' to tl}e tu})u}a,r Reighborheod). Note tkat there is
a geemetric ii torp}Rsm ft.x- : Ty/.xr - Y.t ( ' fibrt},tloR over Y" ).
Theore}n.
  For a torsion abelian sheaf JC' on U, there is an isomorphisrn
                          i',I{:j.JP' fy R(ax).jrrig,
  If we apply this claim to a finite type scheme over a trait ( or the integral closure
of it in a geometric generic point ), one knows tha,t rigid-eta!e cohoiho!ogy in the
quasi compact case is just the hypercohomology of the noarby cycles:




  Let V be a height one va,ltiation ring, with separably closed quotient field K --
V[1/a]. Let X be a finitely presented scheme over V, or X -- SpfA, A a good ring
of type vÅr.which is 6nitely fÅri'esented over Y. Let Jr be a tersion sheaf oll XK, or
a torsiofi sheaf oR Spec A(i/a,l. T]]efi
                    Rr((Xt)rig,frig) = RrC\,,i'R2'.X)
holds. Here i : X, =: X Å~v(V/ VEi) - X ( or i : Spec A Å~v(VI VEi) - Spec A in
the a[fiine formaJ case) atad j' : XiÅq - X ( or 1' : Spec AIs• ---, SpecA in the affne
formal case).
  The above mentioned Åëoml)a,rison theorem follows from this theorem, using the
Gabber's affine analogue of proper base change theorem, Let rne give a brief outline
of the prooÅí The undez'lying idea is quite topological- Put Z : ttMx,E6. Xe't ( BX
                                                        im (X'xxis the seg ef admissible bloxving up$ ( in tl}e scheifie se;ise), T}Y•fn.? =: lilll] .\,Eg.
Y)et ( T97K- ls tke aRalogiie of tubular nelglS)oi'hood of Y). The }imk ls taken as
                •unr •tinrtoposes. Then Uet ]- Z 'F tZ?År" v'i K. is a }oca,iization dia,gram ( Cl is an " opeR set"
and T"nr is a"closed set" of Z.) Using proper base change for usual schemes (here
f torsion is used), one shows that RP.(i"nr'R.i."""Jrr) = i'Rj,f ( P : Tunr - Y,t).
So we want to do a comparison on T)".1".9.
In fact, there is a mQrphism rr : T}rl.y - T}Y•/".? (" iriclusion of deleted tubular
neighborhood" ) such thtat ,Rrr.J:rig = i"""'R,j'.U"rX ( this formula is valid for any
sheaf!). The construction is canonical. To calculate the fibers, one needs to treat a
limit argument, so we take 1Årei'e an cxdvantcltge of henseliat) version, not fermal one.
  IR the ReR-proper ca,se, i.e. f i$ ef fiRite type bu# net assumed proper, the
comparisoR is Ret trtte unle$$ we resgrict te coBstr[ictible coeMcieRts, gor$!eR prime
to residual characteristic of S. (Skkce tke analytie topos invo}ved is ftot coherent
in this case, one can not ttse limit argument to deduce general torsion coeMcient
case. This is the same as C-case.) Though the author thinks that comparison
i$ always true for finite type rnorphism between quasi-excellent schemes, the only
known result, which is free from resolution of singularities, is the following height
one case ( a correspond. irmg result for Berkovich type analytic spaces is obtained
earlier in [Be]).
Coniparison theorem in the non-proper case:
  Let Y be a height one vagttation i'k].if, with sepa,rably closed quotient Eeid Ii
f : X --+ Y merpkism betxveen Snite type scf]eme$ over K". Tken
                       (Rgf..f')rig - Rg(frie).f rig
is an isomorphism for Jlr constructible sheaf, torsion prirme to residual characteristics
of V.
  This is proved by a mew variant of Deligne's technique in SGA 4112 [Th. de
Finitude] , without establishing Poincar6 duality. This geometric argument, more
direct, reduces the claim for open immersions ( evideiitly the most difficult case
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) to a special ca$e, i.e. open irnmersion of relative smooth curvÅës over a smooth
base . Moreover one caa impose good conditions, such as smootlmaess'and tameness
of X. Ii} this case oRe ca[ t make aii explick calculatioi}. Of course tke fiRltude
in the proper case, which is already stated, is u$ed. The details wiil be pub}ished
elsewhere.
  Using the coinparison theorems, it is easy to see the comparison for xL, RHom,
f", f., f!. The clqim for f! follows from the smooth case. For the Poincar6 duality
in this case, uslfig all the Testtlts hnentioitecl alreaÅqiy, t}iere are Re $erieus diMcukles
except varlotts compatibility of ti'ace maps. Berkovick has annottnced sttch resu}ts
already for his analytic spaces.
g3. Lefschetz•-Verdier trace formula and a I)eligne's coiijecture
IR any co}iemology tkeory where 6-opercxtions ( f', k f., f!, Rllrom, &L) are avaii-
able, there is a k'ace foriiy}ula foi' a cok'}'espoRdence. Cll'}}is formallsra was esta})l!sked
by Verdier. In the topologicai case we get the original Lefschetz formuia.
  'i['he formula expresses the global tra,ce cas a suni of locaJ terins, which depend only
oxx a neighborhood near the fixed point set. Essentially we express the global trace
as the intersection number of the dia,gonal and the correspondence. Though the
ferix]Lul{k hel(ls qi21te geRer{a.lly, tl}e explicit, ca2ciilatiok of tl}e local tc}riii$ is paiiiful,
even in the classical case, if we take general $lieaves as the coeMcient. Gore$ky-
MacPherson [GM] found such a good class of correspondences, called weakly hy-
perbolie, and they sh,owed that there is a fairly good formula in this case. ( Espe-
cially they applied it to Hecke correspondences of arithmetic quotient of symrnetric
space. But the computation wa.s done i;} t}}e real eategory and we Åq!o i}ot kiiow tlieir
method applies to the minliir}al eoinpactSfication of Bai}y-Borel type.. ) Since they
use Lefschetz-Verdier formula for subanalytic spaces, even in the complex ana}ytic
case, so an abstract formulation of their method which is valid irm any characteristic
seemed diMcult.
  On the other hand, in characteristic positive, Deligne conjectured the following:
First fix Regatloft$:
  Let (X, Y, a) be a triplet wkh X, Y proper var!eties over k '-- Spec Fg, a ; Y --}
X Å~ X a correspondence. Put ai -- pri•a where pri denotes the i-th projection.
We assume the triplet is defined over Fg, so that we can compose a with a power
of (geometric ) Frobenius. ( We take the following choice to define the direction
ef eemposition: A morphism f : X - X is co!}sidered as a eerrespondence wkh
tke secoRd prejectioi} = id. So (Fr"•a)i = Fur"•ai, (Frn-a)2 xe a2. For n Ilr g
we take a complex K E Dctf(X,A) ( ctf= constructible and finite tor dimension,
A me Zle", Ze, Qt, with e invertible on X), with a cohomological correspondence
c G coh.cor(Fr"•a, K) = HO(Y,a!(DK XL K))( DK = RHom(K,Kx) is the
Verdier dual ). Then the cohornological correspondence define the global trace
Lef(Fr"•a,K) : Tra,ceA(Frn•a, RI'(X,K))
(this is an abuse of notation, since the homomorphism induced on the cohomology
depend on c). Note that Rr is a perfect complex of A modules, so the trace is
well--defiRcd. Deligue's coi}jectttre irnctms




  For n suficiently big ( which clepends only on the corresponclence) , we have
            Lef(Frn ia, A") : ÅíDE .,(Fi. F,n ..) nai ve. IocD( Fr" •a, K)
where Raive.IocD mealls tke na,ive ]eca.2 term around P. As a.n impgrgai]t (afid
characteristic ) property, this teiva yas?ishes if She fiber of K over ai(P) = a2(P)
ls zero.
  Note that this conjecture implies a kind of Lefschetz formula for open varieties:
  To see this, assume that X i's a compactification of U ( 1' : U - X), U is
stable under the given correspondeiice a, and a21u is finite. Take a complex K
over U with a cohomologica,1 correspondence cu over U, Then by a formalism of
cohomological correspondences, cu extends uniquely to a correspondence for 1' .tK.
Applying the Deligne's conjecture, wc will have that the trace on RF,(U, K) is the
sum of naive locai terms a,long the fixed l)oint set lnskle U, since aRy contribution
from tke ikfini#y va,nisl]e$ (A.as,,ÅqD) == C foy D C XXU). This, witli aii addkioRa3
as$umptioR that K is a A-smootl} s}ieaf, ls t}}e criglnal versioi} of the celtjecture.
In the foliowiRgs we will re$trict our atteRtioR to this case.
  dimX -- 1 case follows fi'om [Il]. dimX = 2 and K -- f is a smooth sheaf
with finite monodromy, a weal"er version of the conjecture (the equality holds but
the coincidence of each local term is not shown) is due to Zink[Z]. When U is
smooth, admits a smooth Åëompactification with normcnl crossing complement, and
X tame smooth sheaf, Pink [P] and Shpiz [Sh] proved independently the conjecture.
Moreover Pink reduced t,he general case to this special case, using full force of
Hironaka reso}ution.
  Tlie reason wl}y we seelÅq for this kind of trace formula in the non-proper case is
explained[ by tlie necesg. ky iik tl}e La.;]gia.i}Åqils corresponcience IFIÅql, ilJa]. Tc establis}}
a reciprecity }aw, k is necessai'y to compgre Art}}u"Selberg trace formula aitd
Lefschetz-Verdier trace formula for iiitodular varieties.
A brief dictionary is a,s fo}lews:
  A reductive group G and it's adelized group Åq År rnodular variety M corresponding
to G
  Arthur-Selberg (inva,riaixt , or non-invariant) tra(;e forrnula Q Lefschetz-Verdier
trace formula
  Test function f = n.fx on the adelic group G(,A) with specific properties
at two places v a,nd oo ÅqurÅr a sheaf - on M, deterrnined by f.. and a (linear
combina,tion of )Hecke corresponclence(s) determined by f"'OO composed with a
special cgrrespondenee deteurminecl by f..
  Siikp}e versleR of the trÅqace Åíoermg}ft ( IÅqazl}da,R type , i.e. f., a spkerical fuRctioR,
cerrespoRds te a Hlgh powey of Frobei}ius by the Satake transform ) ÅqÅr DellgRe's
conjecture for t}}e a.bove data for a reduction of modu}ar varieÅíies. ( In general, we
should compare stabilized trace formula (still conjectural ) and the global trace on
the intersection cohomology group.)
  How to prove the conjecture?
  We must formulate the form of trace formula which yields the desired result.
The idea that such trace formula in rigid geometry will be effective came from
Gabber. Let V be a height one valuation ring, with separably closed quotient field.
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n = Spec K its generic point, S = Spec V, n- the generic point, and s the closed
pomt.
For f : X --, S, a morphism of finite type, put ix : Xs - X, j'x : Xn- - X•
Take K in Dg(Xfi,A), a correspondence a : Y - X xs X, and a cohomological
correspondence c E coh. cor(an, K) lifting an.
  Assume X i's proper. tV == (Xh)rig ( resp. Y = (Yh)rig ): the rigid space
associated with X' ( resp. IÅr). For a correspondence a : Y - X xsX, a : )? -
,V Å~ ij X the associa,ted correspondence in the rigid-category.
Definition.
   We saor a is contractin.a neai' D c To(Fixa,-i) if the following conditions are
satisfied:
a) There are quasi-compact open sets U c X, V c Y with Y c ari(L() n aii(U),
a2 : V - U is pl'oper.
b) Tliere is a continuous function ip :Åq U År- R satisfyhig
ip(x) = O ÅqÅr x E (a,(D))rtg.
ip • ai(y) Åq ip •a2(y) ify EÅq V År, iJ Åë D"g.
  First we need to introduce such a continuous function ip on non-Hausdorff space.
It factors through the separated quotient [X], and the compactness of this space
makes it easier to construct such ip.
  We assume that the coeflicient ring is A = Fe,Ze,Qe•
Theorem.
  Let (X,Y,a) be a triplet over V, K a constructible A-sheaf on Xfi. lf a is
conti'acting ncar D ancl I"1,,,(D) = O thcn the local terin of Jt' along D is zero.
  The theorem is proved without using Hironaka resolution. For the application
to Deligne's conjecture, let me inention the followings:
Corollary.
  IN' : sepai'able closure of Fq((t)). A,ssume the triplet (X,Y, a) is defined over
Fg, y E Fix Fr" •a, ct,2 is finite near 2J, of degree d. If qn År d then a is contracting
near y, and hence the local te:'m is equal to thenaive local tenn (by universal local
acyclicity due to Deligne, local term remains unchanged by extension of the base
field, so it is equal to the local term over Fq). Especially Deligne's conjecture is true
if the second projection is finite (note that Grothendieck's trace formula for apower
of Frobenius is t,hc conseq"encc of otir result, I do not know ifit has been k'nown
that the each term of his forinula is equaJ to the local term of Lefschetz-Verdier
foi'mula).
  Put x == a2(y). Locally we embed tY into the unit disk DN with coordinate
(Ti,..., TN), x H O. Take a continuous function d : tU -+ R, which is supi{ITil}
("distance from O"). Then Frn maJÅqes the distance smaller, d(Frn(p)) S d(p)g". On
the other hand, aii, since a2 is assumed finite of degree d at x, makes it bigger,
like d(p)ild. Finally Fr"aia2-i makes d smaller than ( constant times of ) dg"/d.
By our assumption that a" År d, we know that ct = Fr"•a is contracting near y,
  As is clear from the argument, Frobenius malÅqes a distance smaller and smaller,
which is the essence of Frobenius. ( It is possible to show the following: If a
rigid space `Y is defined over Fq, there is a, distance d on [A'] which satisfies
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d(Fr(p), Fr(p')) S C • d(pu,p')q, where C is a positive constant.) Though the special
case of Deligne's conjecture in case of a2 finite is sufllcient in most applications,
in the final version of [Fu 2] the author plans to treat the general case with the
afirmative answer.
  We wl!} exR,mine a rcetkoe of gettli}g a trace formttla foy weakly ccntractiRg
coyrespoRdeRees of comp}ex ana}ytic varieties.
  Let, X be a compact complex a,nalytic manifold, f : X --År X a, morphism, K E
D2(X, C) has a cohornological correspondence lifting f, i.e. f'K 2t li x E X,
and assume this is isolate.d for simplicity.
Definition.
  f is weak'ly contra,cting nea,r x iff
  a) x has a deci'easing nei.o'hborhood Ui ) U2 ) •-- ) Un ) •••, nnUn = {x}•
  b) f(Un) C U,t+i, Un sul)analytic.
  IR thls case, we prove tlÅrat the local term at x is the naive local term, i.e. ehe
trace ef tl}e eR(lomorplXsme f. : K.. - ji'.• ii}ckced on fiber at 2'. By a general
foxma}lsm, we ma,y a,ssnr}}e K. -- g.
Clain}.
  a) (Local Lefschc'tz formula) locx K == Tracec(flor. ,Klo.)•
  b) (Continuity) ttm. .Ela(Un,K1o.) = Hq(x,K.) =: O, where transition maps are
restnctlons.
  a) is proved using tlie 6-opera,tions for subanalytic a,nd subanalytic constructible
she-c ves (Lefschetz formula for (U.,flo.,Iy'lu,,)). b) holds quite generally for the
projectlve system of compact Hcreusdorff spaces.
By the claim, k is naturai to gues$ the lecal term is zere, $ince for big n Åíhe gleba[l
trace on cohomologies wl}l vanisl} ( Ske cckeii}olegy kselÅí teRd$ So zero). Bgt thls
is not true ( coRsicler a, rotatlon a,Tound a poiltt). So the contracting assumptloR is
xxecessary.
  We put Vn = Hq(Un,Klo.). Vn is a finite dimensional vector space. Since
flu. factors into O. C3' ti."i Ill';' V.. We put 5. :Hg(f'), fi.:V.+i - Vn,
7. = Hg(f"), 7. : V. - V.+i ( restriction map). dv. nm ffq(flu.). So we have a
system of finite dimensional vector spaces Vi(i E N), ttmi Vi -- O (limit taken with
respect to 'rn, ctn = Bn " 1'n, xx` 'rn-i ' Pn-i•
Leinma.
  Fer an inductive system of Enite dimei]sioi?a•i vector $pa•ces {V.}.EN with trall-
SitioR g]aps 7n : Yn ---" Vn"b asSUMe IVe tll'e g'iVeR S,2 : Va-}-l --+ Vn, an = Sn ' 7n
which satisSy c\.ÅÄi = "y.wwi • fi.-i. Thei] if tke inductfve Einit cf {Y.}.EN is zero,
                           Trace(a.) = O Vn.
  In fact, it follows that cM. is nilpotent: define an increaging filtration I7V. on Vi•
by Ws = Ker(7s+i' • 7s+J'wwi • •7j'). By our assumptiori that the inductive limit iS
zero, it follows that IiVs xe Vj fox' s big, and condition or,n me fim' 7m = 7m-i 'flm-i
for all m implies that IV. is r)reserved by a. By 7,+J•wwi • •or2• Gr,VV with a action is
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identified with a subspace of Ker(7s+J•) with a,+j action, and the latter action is
zero from as+j- --- fisÅÄg' ' 7sÅÄJ'•
By the lemraa, we }Årave tkat the trace is zero, a,nd heRce the local term is zere.
  We analyze the above proof to get the corresponding formula in rigid geometry.
In the above proof, to get an appropriate local version of Lefschetz formula (Claim
a)), we needed to introduce non-a,nalytic subspaces such as U., and 6-operations
for subanalytic constructible sheaves are used. We need to have an analogue of it
!R r!gid geometry (withegt defu}ing "subaaalytic spaees" if possible). The res# of
the proof wM be ratker forma.l, wkh C}alizR b).
For claim a), we eveii need to think about the definition of the fixed point set. This
was one motivation for defining the Zariski-Riemann space for a rigid space.
Theorem (Topological Lefschetz trace formula).
  Let U. C Z., V, C l4i. be oyell seSs, U, }7 ti2e rigicl epen subspa,ces deEned by
Us, Vs, D a com2ectecl component of Fixaij.
  Assume V c criewi(L() n aii(IZ) and V fi set. Fixa = D"" (here set. Fixa rneans
the set theoretical fixed point sc"t, i.e. the fixed point set as topological spaces).
  Crlake K E D,tf(Nn-, A), equipped with a cohon)ological correspondence cn which
lifts ag. Assume c\21y : Y -ÅÄ l•f is proper.
Tkell for P c 7rg(Fixafi)
locD(a,-j,JN'ri) xx Lef(zt,Iu.,]'.j'',IZipn(JN")Iu,)).
Here RÅën(K) is g'iven tke spccialization c, of c,j as the cohomological




  Morally, the right hand side (global trace tei'm ) of the topological Lefschetz
formula is equal to
                              LefÅqal",KkD
where the cohomology is the rigid-etale cohomoiogy (the autl}er has not verified
it completely). Since or is not an analytic subset, the above forinula looks like a
LefsÅëhetz formula in topology, so the naming was done, and we will be able to
realize the topological proof in our abstract case using this forrnula.
  For the pi+oof we ttse the speeializatkni formalism.
For c E coh. cor(a,-}, ix'ij) == H801 (t;(DKe- XL INI-i) we l}ave the specializatloR cs ff
coh.cor(as,Ribn(K)). This corresponds to the specialization of a cycle class, and
defined by using the commutativity of the Verdier duality with the nearby cycle
furmctor.
For the pr6of of the theorem, it is important to note the specialization formalism is
compatible wltk tke c}iaRge of the ruode}: If we have aRother (X', Y', at) demlRating
(X, Y, a) with the same generic fiber, the proper push forward of the specia}izatioxx
with respect to (.X",Y',a') is equal to (X, Y, a).
So we can restrict the specialization correspondence cs of Rthn(K) to (Us, Vsi as1 v, ),
and extend it to a correspondence c-, of Rl'*j''Rabn(K) lifting (Us, Vs,aslv, )• This
extensieR is pessi})le caRonically sii}ce a21 y. is ass{imed proper over U.. 'I['his is alse
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compatible with the change of models.
So we have the expression for the global trace a,s
 Lef = Trace(asle. , Rj*j'"Rzb,?(K)) = `YjbE.,(Fi. ..Ag) 10Cb(asle, i R2'*1''Rthq(K))•
We use the fellowii}g lemma,:
Le}n}i}a.
  There is a good mQdel (X', Y', a') such that there is no connected component D
of Fixa'. rvhich intersects with V, X V,.
  In the proof of the lernma,, the quasi-compactness of the Zariski-Riemann space
is used: Since the claim is true on the Zariski-Riemann space by our assumption,
it should be satisfied witl] some model.
  By replacing the origimal model by the one constructed in the lemma, we may
assun}e tha,t tl}c there i$ no fixed point on V. X V,. So t}ie globa,1 tra,cc is rewritten
as
                   Xbcxx a, y. , preper }OCb(as, RZ"n(K))•
'l)he }ast term is e(iua,l to 'mu;TvEFi. .n locD(aij,fxl}), which is equa} to iocD(afi,Al-})
since there is only one connected component by our assuixxption. The last equa,lity
is checked by formalism of specialization, but intuitively explained as follows: local
terms are some intersection multiplicity, coeflicient of cri -A.xrny , and by specialization
invariance of intersection nnniber the surn should be equa,1 to c, • Au, , wliich is our
claiin. The intersection should be compact to ma,ke this argunient rigorous. This
is satisfied for our rnodel.
  For Clairr} b), by tl)e continuity of topos cohoinology wit,1i respect to 2-projective
liit}it, SGA 4, it is c}ieckeÅql in case of tersion coe$cient. But note tliat eur preof wM
be ineffecgive for Rei}-ii}tegrai cceScieik rlftgs ( t}ie aboxre leixxma is valid ek}y for &
field or integyckl riRgs). So we ce,n Rot prcve a.ny statei:teRt Åíor A = Z!S"Z, ?} }ir 2.
Thls forces us to work witl} Ze or Qe cllrect}y. But for suel'} coeMcient, i.e. e-adic
cohemologies, which is a contimious cohomology [Ek], [,ia] it is net calculated by
injective resolution of shc'a.ves but rather by pro-g.hecxves. This implies that there
are no general machinery such as SGA 4 and the claim it$elf is false in general (
in the first version of [Fu Ond] this problem, peculiar to e-adic case, was unnoticed).
Fortunately, in ottr case of rigid-etale cohomology, such continuity result is true in
the necessary cases:
Theorem.
  Let X be a proper a2gebi'a.ic sraxiety over K, K a. h'eight one va.fuat{oll Sejd which
is afgebraicaRy closeci, }" a closed subva.riety. For an e-a,dic consSructibje sheafK,
e invertibje in tke ii?teger 2'iiig' ofK,
                   tttnHg(U,t, Ii';giu) =H`t(l"',t,Is'Ii!)
                    u
holds. Here or runs over all quasi-compa,ct neighborhood of Y'ig in X"ig.
  By an introduction of a suital)le local version of the statement, we prove it by
a variant of Deligne's teclmique. The claim is reduced to X smooth, Y smooth
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divisor and K = 1't,jrr, .7' a tame smooth sheaf on X X Y. In this case the claim
follows by a direct calculation. The details will be found in [Fu2].
  Since we have claims a), b) in the abstract case, the argument in the classical
case applies, and the calculation of the local terms is done for contracting corre-
spondences.
S4. Grothendieck's absolute purity conjecture
In the foliowing we discuss the relation between Grothendiek's absolute purity con-
jecture and Hironaka resolution.
   Grothendieck has conjectured the following: X -- Spec R, R a strictly hensel
regular local ring, D = V(f) c X a regular divisor. Then for n invertible on X
                           Hg,(XXD, A) - O
if i År 1, A = ZlnZ. ( For i -- O, 1 the group is easy to calculate.) Note that the
conjecture is quite essential in the construction of cycle classes on general regular
schemes. Moreover this conjecture implies the following: Assume the dimension
of X is greater than 1. Then Br(X Xs)e = O. Here s denotes the closed point,
Br means the Brauer group ( we can take cohomological Brauer group ) and e is a
prime invertible on X. ( Gabber announced thcat he can prove this purity for Brauer
group [Ga 21, but the proof is unfortunately unpublished except dimX Åq- 3.)
  First we note the following: Assume the truth of the conjecture in dimension
less than IV. Then the truth of the conjecture for any complete local R implies the
general case. Especially we can assuine the excellence of R in the study of absolute
purity. By this remark and previous known results, we deduce the following:
CIaiin.
  Absolute purity is true in the following cases:
a) dimX Åq- 2 ([Ga 3] ).
b) X is of equicha,racteristic (use relative purity, SGA4 XVJ 3. 7, over a field).
c) X is thehenselization ofa finite type schenie over Z or Zp, and any prime divisor
ofn is bigger compa,red with the dimension ofX ([Thom] ).
  We try to explain how this conjecture is relatecl to the birational geometry of X.
In fact, our approach is similar to Hironaka's proof of " non-singular implies rational
"
 in the continuous coeMcient case. In his proof his strong form of resolution of
singularity was used, and we will try to do the same thing in the discrete coefficient
case. But it turns out that the spectral sequence involved are too complicated in
the naive approach, so we will use log-structures of Fontaine-Illusie-IÅqato to avoid
the diMculty.
  The form of embedded resolution we want to use is the following:
For a pair (X, Y) , where X is a quasi-exccller)t regular scheme and Y is a reduced
normal crossing divisor, we define a good blowing up (X', Y') by X' is the blowing
up of X along D, where D is a regulai' closed subscheme of X which cross normally
with Y. ( The last condition implies that etale locally we can find a regular param-
eter system {fJ'}, 1 S j' Åq- n such that Y is defined by Hl.,i fi == O and D is defined.
by {fj• = O, 1' E J} forasubset J of {1,,...n}. ) Y' = total transform ofYred.
  We say T : (X', Y') -+ (X, Y) is a good modification if T is a composition of
good blowing ups. The point is we can control normal crossing divisors.
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Conjecture (Theorem of Hironaka in characteristic O [H] ).
  Let Cx,y be the categery of all good modifications of (X,Y), and Bx,y the
category ef propei' inodKcations ofX wkSch becomaes isomorphic outside Y.
Then ex,y is cofina•1 in S.xr,y.
  Note that it is even not clear thcrtex,y is directed. Since any element in Bx,y is
dominated by admissible blowirig ups, this conjecture is equivalent to the existexxce
of a good modification which malÅqe$ a given adxnissible ideal invertible.
  So the ceitjecture is & strong form of simplificatioR of cokerent ideals, which is
shown by Hirona,ka in characteristic zero. It is easy to see the vaiidity of conjecture
in dimension 2, but I do not know if it is true in dimension 3.
  The implication of the conjec.ture in rigid geornetry is the following: We define
the tame part T}t." fMAte of Ty/x = t'Yrig-et by
pt;alXtexe tt.} Yl.,..t
        (.x',, Y')E5.v, y
Here we give X' the direct image log-structure froin X'XY', and Y' the pullback log-
structure. The limit is ta.ken ifi the category of toposes. Since Y' is normal crossimg,
tke behavlor ls very good. By ehe coi}jectui'e, we caR determlRe the poiRts of thi$
tame tubular Reighborhood (note that the topos has en.ough points by Deligne's
theorem ).
lle111111a.
  Let c : T}vaMxe ---, T}".7K. be tJie ca,nonical pro.iection (defined using the conjecture
]. CZ7hen for a point x of Tt.i7.Åq• , wkich coi'i'espollds to sk'ictly kexxsej vakatioR ring
V xe V.Sh, the fiber product T}t fik'.e Å~T,uvn.: (SphV)"nv is equivaient to (SphVÅrtaMe.
  So the points above x is unique up to non-canonical isomorphisms, which corre-
sponds to the integral closure of V in the maximal tame extension of the fraction
field oÅí V. UsiRg this strticture of peints we hftve
Preposklo}i.
  .rv7or any torsion abelian sheafX on TÅrt.al"5}e order prime to residual characteristics,
we have
                              Ra.a'jr == Jrc.
Here or dei]ot,es t.ke pi'ojecSieii from Tyf.x-.
  This is just the fiberwise calculation ( a is cohomoiogically proper), using that
                                                            .the Galois cohomology of henselia,n valuation fielcls without any non-trivial IÅqumrner
extension. (This part is complete•ly the sa,me a,s one dimensional cases.) Then our
theorem is the following:
Tkeorem.
  The conj'ecture iniplies Grothendieck 's absolute purity conjecture.
  To see this, we use comparisoma theorem first.
Rr(XXY, A) == RT(Tyfx, A)
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By the proposition, this is equal to RP(TÅrt.al".xi.", A). So we want to calculate this
cohomology. Since the topos TlaMe is defined a,s a 2-projective limit, we have
                 HgÅqTit.a/Mxe,A)me ttm Mg(Yt'.,-,t,A)
                                (.X',, Y,)ECx,y
So we conclude by the following" lemma,:
Lemma.
  For a good modification T : (X', Y') - (k Y')
                                RT;A = A,
wkere ?rt:}'l.g-et 'ww+ Yiog-eti
  In fact, this is a conse(iuence of the absoltite purity conjecture. To prove the
lemma, we may a,ssume that rr i$ a good blowing up. In this case we use prol)er
base change theorem in log-etale theory, and reduce the claim to equicharacteristic
cases. Especially to the relative purity theorem over a prime field.
  Tl}e details will 5e fetmd elsewliere [ Gcoii}ctric Ramification Theory], in prepa-
ratlofi.
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